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Dear Art, 

y tax ratten's eg3 23. And earlier things perhaps not ack. because I've been 

pushing to read and correct new book. I've read and find consistent otters of other 

ca es. This is aot emepiional in LA. however, I thiek your poeple have worked out a 

formula for the real things being avoided if that is possible. Depends on what Busch 

does, alke no mistake, it mould be unusual if the clerk's personnel only had official 

access and I'd be surprised if others, like cops, didn't. They have motive, clerk's 

people do not. I know all about that 5/16/69 conference and this hardly reflects it. 

I do not hav and would like a copy of the ',:alker order folloein, it. Tr you can get 

one, sugest keeping copy for ;)ourself aed letter me ha-ye one so that, if this develops, 

I can have Li arid coloared it with what I have and let you know. Ditto on the released 

grand jury letter. go response yet from lounger. 

New that the transcripts are available, if yoe can, please let me knc their extent 

and cost, because eud, for exam4e, might want one, and i a:aeone gets one, so that much 

cheaper xeroxes ca be gotten out there. There may be little things in this grand-jury 

transcript the average sharp mind also occupied with many ether subects might miss. 

When I phoned the other day and you were in conference it was for several reasons. I 

recall intending to background you on the L'hicaho ineictments. he fix was on there 

at least a month arid probably at least six weeks before there was any leak, for I knew 

that long bafore the first use in the Lerner papers. This makes clear Daley/Hanrahan or 

other penetration 01 either the grand jury or the legal staff, for nobody else could know. 

The purpose of tee leak was to present a technical legal deense, prejudicial publicity. 

I believe no other is possible. I made a detailed study o that as I was writing and 

including in COUP. I was also worried that poor sick ekolnick might attempt again to use 

this as a vehicle for more sick personal publicity, and to that end wanted to let you 

know that I have much more on Vallee and there is little doubt he was a sick man, which 

his nothing to do with Whether or not he mas or could have been a threat. It (bee, how-

ever, have much to do with What should and should not be said about him. The gov't has 

given ee what it shoule riot have and I will not use, hi,. medical records. They want mis-

use to use as an excuse for further superessions and criticism of critics. 

hop sending this Ci43 copy is act burdensome, for it ie helpful. Again thanks, 

eineerely, 


